Microway WhisperStation

**WhisperStation™ - Quadro**

Quietest Workstation for NVIDIA® Quadro® GPUs

Professional performance with Turing Tensor Cores, ray tracing, increased GPU memory, & 100GB/s NVLink®
- 4 Quadro RTX 6000 24GB or Quadro 8000 48GB GPUs
- Train, compute, or visualize

**WhisperStation - Deep Learning w/Liquid Cooling**

4 GPUs for AI training

Four Titan RTX or RTX 2080Ti GPUs with liquid cooling for consumer AI training
- 4 consumer GPU density—not possible with air
- Increased GPU Boost: up to 25% greater per GPU performance than air

**2P WhisperStation**

Bleeding Edge Performance

Quiet workstation used by researchers, manufacturers, and design professionals since the early 1990s.
- Max 64 processor cores
- Up to 2 TB memory
- Max 80 TB storage, hard drives or SSDs.
- Available with Quadro Professional Graphics

**WhisperStation - Pro CAE**

1P for Engineers

Ideal for Lightly Threaded Applications

A fast single CPU solution, with high clock speeds and moderate multi-core options for scaling.
- Xeon W CPUs that don't compromise single threaded performance
- Professional graphics

**MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE, MINIMUM NOISE**

- Designed by experts to ensure your system delivers optimal application throughput
- Quiet from the ground up: carefully selected chassis, fans, & power supplies for minimal noise
- Noise dampening material and ultra-quiet heatsinks
- Liquid cooling for select systems

**Legendary Service and Technical Support**

- Lifetime Technical Support: All Microway systems come with phone & email support for the life of the hardware.
- Linux System Support Experts: Our support team understands the intricacies of Linux clusters, servers, and workstations. HPC is our only business.
- Advanced Replacement Parts Warranty: No waiting to return failed parts. Replacement components typically dispatched via 2 Day shipping.

**Custom Software Integration Specialists**

- Fully integrated, able to run applications out-of-the-box
- 64-bit Linux (SUSE, Red Hat, CentOS, Gentoo, Debian)
- Microsoft® Windows® 10, Windows Server
- Intel, Portland Group® and GNU Compilers
- Legendary Service and Technical Support

Call our technical team at 508.746.7341

FOR MORE CORES, LESS NOISE